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Kinematic Basis for Body Specific Locomotor Mechanics and Perturbation Responses

Animals have evolved mechanical and neural strategies for locomotion in almost every environment, overcoming the complexities of their habitats using specializations in body structure and animal behavior. These specializations are created by neural networks responsible for generating and altering muscle activation. Species specific musculoskeletal anatomy and physiology determine how locomotion is controlled through the transformation of motor patterns into body movements. Furthermore, when these species specific locomotor systems encounter perturbations during running and walking their behavioral and mechanical attributes determine how stability is established during and after the perturbation. It is still not understood how species specific structural and behavioral variables contribute to locomotion in non-uniform environments. To understand how these locomotor properties produce unique gaits and stability strategies we compared three species of brachyuran crabs during normal and perturbed running. Although all crabs ran sideways, morphological and kinematic differences explained how each species produced its unique gait and stability response. Despite the differences in running behavior and perturbation response, animals tended to use locomotor resources that were in abundance during stabilizing responses. Each crab regained stability during the perturbation response by altering leg joint movements or harnessing the body's momentum. These species body designs and running behavior show how slight changes in body structure and joint kinematics can produce locomotor systems with unique mechanical profiles and abilities. Understanding how evolutionary pressures have optimized animals' locomotor ability to successfully move in different environments will provide a deeper understanding of how to mimic these movements through mathematical models and robotics.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Introduction

Animals have evolved strategies for locomotion in almost every environment, overcoming the complexities of their habitat to reproduce, find food and avoid predators. All of these locomotor systems are controlled by neural networks, which are responsible for generating and altering locomotor behaviors through differential patterns of muscle activation. Although the nervous system is responsible for the initiation and maintenance of locomotion, it only plays a partial roll in the control of locomotion (Sponberg and Full, 2008). In particular, the time delays associated with sensory-motor feedback and muscle contraction times, limit the usefulness of sensory information available during very fast movements. These delays are too long to allow for the speed of compensatory action known to occur during rapid movement (Jindrich and Full, 2001). Thus there must be mechanical properties intrinsic to animal design that enables movement without detailed neural control. The result is a neuromechanical control system that uses motor output, sensory-motor feedback and mechanical interactions to control locomotion (Brown and Loeb, 1999).

Neuromechanical systems utilize the size, shape, and structural compliance of the animal and even the physical properties of the environment to determine how locomotion is controlled. When animals encounter perturbations during steady movement, the mechanical properties of limbs and muscles allow for immediate, passive stabilizing responses prior to sensory-motor feedback. These mechanical responses are probably maintained as neural feedback actively modulates motor output throughout subsequent step cycles. This interplay between the neural and mechanical responses allows the organism to maintain stable locomotion, while responding to changes in complex environments with very little time delay. Although multiple studies have been conducted on running in complex environments, none have directly compared how size, structural and behavioral differences among species affect normal movement and responses to unexpected perturbations.

Musculoskeletal and sensory-motor systems create stable locomotion in complex environments, using functional and anatomical principles to achieve reliable locomotion. To appreciate how musculoskeletal and neural control systems function during locomotion, it is beneficial to understand how the component parts operate independently and interdependently. The following sections will provide background on the physiology of musculoskeletal and neural systems important during animal locomotion.
Mechanical Control of Locomotion

Musculoskeletal system

Traditionally the view of motor control was a hierarchy of commands descending through the nervous system directly controlling forces exerted on the environment. This view has dissipated with the discovery of pattern generating networks, intrinsic viscoelastic and contractile properties of muscles and the true nature of neural commands descending to sensorimotor systems (Gerritsen, 1998; Grillner, 1972; Loeb, 1995). Some now view the neural control over locomotion more as a set of suggested actions that are translated into movement based on the current state of the musculoskeletal system and environment (Dickinson et al., 2000). Inevitable time delays and computational limitations are assumed with neural control and sensory feedback. These delays limit the nervous system’s ability to control every aspect of locomotion, with a multitude of joint angles and torques to consider which are constantly altered during movement (Brown and Loeb, 1999). This leaves the musculoskeletal system to function as a buffer during rapid locomotion, utilizing the intrinsic properties of body structures to offload some of the demands on the nervous system during creation of a stable gait in complex environments.

The intrinsic properties of muscles, tendons, and the skeletal system allow for passive ‘preflexes’ to counteract perturbation by returning the system to an equilibrium trajectory. Preflexes are in part, produced by muscle fibers, which are able to modulate contraction without direct neural input depending on current internal and external factors (Grillner, 1972). This modulation of contraction is exploiting the basic force-length and force-velocity relationships present in active muscles, which are directly affected by the joint angle and muscle geometry of the locomotor appendages (Wagner and Blickhan, 1999; Cormie et al., 2011). A seemingly ubiquitous feature of active muscle is that with increased fiber lengthening, the time course of contraction and relaxation is increased. An increase in contraction and relaxation time is thought to be created by an increase in $Ca^{2+}$ affinity of myofilaments as muscle length is increased (Stephenson and Wendt, 1984). This feature allows muscles to compensate for the lack of available force at increased lengths by increasing contraction time, allowing for maximal muscle strain to be produced at a slower rate, possibly compensating for the negative effect of increased length on force production (Josephson, 1999). The force-length relationship is present when active muscle is stretched, producing a mechanical response that is unique to the current state of the contractile and elastic components (Gerritsen et al., 1998; Grillner, 1972). The mechanical features of muscles, as well as other intrinsic properties such as the series elasticity and force dependent deactivation, allow muscles to alter their
function without direct neural input. Thus, the response of a locomotor system to a given perturbation depends on the current mechanical conditions created by the geometrical configuration of joints and the stiffness of muscles and connective tissue as well as neural feedback (Brown and Loeb, 1999).

**Muscle Contraction Mechanics**

Force of contraction, velocity of shortening and load determine the mechanical work available to muscles. Muscle force is influenced by many factors of contraction including the length-tension relationship, the force-velocity relationship and the degree of muscle activation, which determines the magnitude and time course of muscle activity over the contraction phase (Josephson 1999). These factors are ultimately products of muscle structure and are directly influenced by the length (total number of sarcomeres in series) and cross sectional area (CSA) of muscle.

The force-length relationship correlates muscle length with its ability to generate tension due to overlap of thick and thin filaments (Josephson, 1999). The force-length relationship explains that a muscle stretched beyond optimum length has decreased overlap of thick and thin filaments, resulting in a sub-optimal number of cross bridge linkages available. Also the relationship between force and length explains that a muscle contracted beyond optimal length will decrease force production due to excess overlapping of thin filaments and compressive forces generated when the thick filaments push against Z-disk (Josephson 1999). This relationship in muscle contributes to the unique tension and force produced given the current geometric configuration of joints and allows for interpretation of neural signals to be dependent on the current limb and body position. Another innate property of muscle is the force-velocity relationship, which dictates that during contraction there is an inverse relationship between the force on a muscle and the velocity with which it can shorten (Josephson 1999). The force-velocity relationship dictates that two muscles with the same length, but different CSA will have distinctive abilities to generate force over the length of the contractile range. The muscle with the larger CSA will have the ability to generate greater absolute force although the optimal length and maximal velocity of both muscles is the same. Given both muscles maximum velocity is equal, the muscle with the greater CSA will be able to produce higher amounts of force at any velocity (Narici and Maganaris 2006).

These innate properties of muscles produce forces based on the neural input and current position of the muscle during contraction or relaxation. Another aspect of muscle function that is not altered by neural input is the series elastic component (SEC), which is created by the connective tissue and elastic
components found within muscles and tendons (apodemes in arthropods). The SEC functions as a buffer during abrupt contractions and it has the ability to store potential energy as the tension in muscle is increased either by shortening or external forces (Hill 1950). The force produced during tension increase is transferred along the compliant components of the SEC that run the length of the muscle-tendon unit. The myofilaments, Z-disks, and tendons or apodemes of skeletal muscle form the SEC, and permit shortening of the contractile component (CC) without shortening of the entire muscle-tendon unit during isometric contraction (Josephson 1999).

The SEC permits the muscle-tendon unit to maintain lengths and velocities, which are greater than or less than that of the CC, depending on whether the force is decreasing and the SEC is shortening or the force is increasing and the SEC is lengthening (Josephson 1999). In most movements limb inertia or external forces oppose contraction and enable mechanical energy to be stored in the SEC for subsequent release, enabling the production of a greater velocity than the CC could produce alone (Hill 1950). The ability to store and utilize mechanical energy stored in the SEC is necessary for movements such as running, jumping, and throwing. The stored potential energy enables muscles to perform oscillatory movements more efficiently, using elastic structures to recover energy lost by the body during prior movements (Biewener 1997).

Given the contractile mechanics of muscle and the variability in function as muscle state changes, it becomes evident that muscle function plays an important role in how locomotion is controlled. Understanding how muscles interpret neural signals becomes vital to understanding how movement is performed and implies that the structure and mechanical properties of animal muscle dictate how movement is performed, which may become even more important during rapid locomotion in complex environments. Collectively the size, shape and elasticity as well as recent and current activity of muscles make such an overall contribution to locomotory behaviors; it has been argued that the nervous system is only able to suggest movements to the musculoskeletal system, with muscles interpreting these suggestions based on current position (Loeb, 1995).

**Neural Control of Locomotion**

**Motor Neuron Function**

Motor neurons transmit muscle commands from the nervous system to individual muscle fibers. The synaptic connections between the nervous system and muscle are entirely excitatory in vertebrates,
utilizing a single neurotransmitter to relay excitation to multiple motor units per muscle (Arrowsmith, 2007). A single motor neuron synapses with multiple muscle fibers, collectively known as a motor unit in vertebrates. In contrast, arthropods have relatively few motor neurons each with multiple synaptic connections to the same fiber. Arthropods are able to transmit excitatory and inhibitory signals along motor neurons, displaying multiple synaptic connections for each muscle fiber (Lang and Atwood, 1973). Both vertebrate and arthropod motor neurons form synaptic connections with muscle at the neuromuscular junction (NMJ) (Sieck and Prakash 1997).

Vertebrates produce graded muscle force through motor unit recruitment, generating different levels of muscle excitation based on the relative proportion of motor units activated for a muscle. Given the number of motor units present in vertebrate muscles, gradation of contraction can be produced by multiple combinations of recruitment and frequency modulation to alter active motor units (Broman et al. 1985). The degrees-of-freedom created by the multitude of joints implies that there is likely to be some simplifying strategies to produce the correct amount of muscle tension over an appropriate time period without burdening the central nervous system with the complexity (Hodson-Tole 2008). One simplifying strategy supported by research has been the ‘size principle’, stating that an orderly recruitment of motor units begins with the smallest and proceeds to maximal tension by recruiting subsequently larger units (Wakeling 2005). This simplified size principle also corresponds to derecruitment of motor units, which allows for gradation of muscle relaxation as larger units are derecruited first followed by successively smaller motor units (Hudson-Tole 2008). The size principle has also been shown to correspond with motor unit inhibition, with motor neuron inhibition allowing for smoother generation of contraction and relaxation as successively larger motor units become activated (Broman et al., 1984).

In contrast, the arthropod motor control systems utilize very few motor neurons to coordinate motor control, relying heavily on frequency modulation and the matching of excitatory and inhibitory signals (Atwood, 1963). A single muscle fiber can be innervated by multiple connections along its length, synapsing with just one type of motor neuron or a combination of phasic, tonic and inhibitory motor neurons. This multi-terminal innervation allows for synchronous contraction utilizing multiple graded responses along the length of the fiber (Willmer et al, 2005). Inhibitory and excitatory motor neurons provide arthropods with a mechanism for not only muscle excitation, but also for inhibition of muscle activity through polyterminal innervation. This allows the motor control system to have another level of flexibility in arthropods, controlling not only contraction but also the inhibition of contraction. Excitatory
and inhibitory motor axons usually innervate muscles in parallel (similar branching patterns), and tend to make synaptic connections with muscle fibers in very close proximity, thus arthropod muscles are multi-neuronal (Atwood and Bittner, 1970). Many muscle fibers in arthropods are innervated by two or three excitatory neurons (one of which is usually fast) and one or two inhibitory neurons (Willmer et al 2005).

Although there are morphological and physiological differences between vertebrate and arthropod motor neurons, their function is similar in that both must convey signals from the nervous system to muscles. Although vertebrates and arthropods evolved legged locomotion independently (Ritzmann et al, 2004), both have developed control strategies dependent on the functional and anatomical properties of motor neurons. Vertebrates rely on a large numbers of motor neurons recruited in an orderly fashion to produce the appropriate amount of activity. Arthropods depend on excitatory and inhibitory signals, using frequency and magnitude of signals to produce the appropriate amount of activity in muscles. Arthropods and vertebrates have developed contrasting systems for muscle activation, solving the same problem with different solutions (Belanger 2005). Muscle activation strategies built into the functional and anatomical properties of motor neurons make the control of muscle activity easier for the nervous system on a single muscle level and when combined with the synergistic activity of muscle groups, can simplify the control of entire limbs (D’Avella et al, 2004). Given that strategies for motor output have evolved to enable control of individual muscles, groups of muscles and synergistic muscles; full body control strategies may have evolved across the sensory-motor and musculoskeletal systems. These full body control strategies would utilize the size, shape, muscle mechanics and behavior of the animal to produce stable locomotion and simplify the control of activities. Therefore, a productive approach to understanding these full body control strategies will be to determine how mechanical and behavioral properties affect motor output during running in uniform and complex environments.

**Mechanosensory Feedback**

Mechanosensory inputs are involved in many features of adaptive motor behavior and are able to initiate or terminate motor output as well as modulate movement amplitude or duration (Cattaert 2002). Sense organs located in the limbs play an important role in the control of locomotion, providing the nervous system with information concerning the state of the animal’s joints and body position. Mechanosensory organs serve to monitor actions and positions of the body to ensure that: movement is sufficient, and successful adjustments to posture and locomotion are made during environmental variations, and perturbations are detected and followed by the appropriate compensatory adjustments.
(Zill et al 2004). Although sensory information is vital to the maintenance of stable locomotion, it is not necessary for the generation of rhythmic motor patterns. Rhythmic movements are initiated by the CNS and have been shown to be present (though clearly altered) without sensory input in arthropods and vertebrates (MacKay-Lyons 2002; Wilson 1961).

The context in which sensory information is perceived is an important factor driving its control over locomotion. In the shore crab and crayfish, the action of sensory reflexes is quite different in active versus quiescent behaviors. Passive movements about a proximal joint generate resistance reflex whereas active movements with similar characteristics produce no reflex (DiCaprio and Clarac, 1980; Ray et al 1997). This implies that the reflex during quiescence behavior is homeostatic, utilizing negative feedback, whereas during active locomotion positive feedback prevails. These positive feedback reflexes are thought to provide load-compensating effects and possibly provide a mechanism for entrainment of locomotor rhythms (Skorupski and Sillar, 1986). During rapid movement, these positive feedback reflexes would allow for active responses following a perturbation, reinforcing the musculoskeletal preflexes already present.

**Neuromechanical Interplay**

The interplay between neural information and the mechanical behavior of animals may offload some of the requirements of the nervous system during locomotion (Belanger and Trimmer, 2000; Sponberg and Full, 2008; Jindrich and Full, 2002). This neuromechanical interplay is able to utilize shape, size, and structural impedance of an animal as well as the physical properties of the environment to determine how motor control is conducted. Thus, a true understanding of this neuromechanical system and the musculoskeletal system will come from stable movement during steady conditions as well as dynamically stable locomotion through complex terrain (Nishikawa et al, 2007).

While sensory feedback and reflexes seem to dominate motor control during slow statically stable movements, feedforward musculoskeletal preflexes become more prevalent as speed increases. This feedforward musculoskeletal activity stabilizes locomotion mechanically without neural input. This contrast creates two independent forms of stability in animals, static and dynamic (Karcik et al, 2003). Static stability is prevalent in sprawled posture, slow moving animals that are able to maintain a base of support under the center of mass (COM) throughout the gait. As speeds increase the criteria for statically stable gaits is degraded as the COM travels closer to the edge of its support base (Full et al, 2002). Many legged terrestrial locomotors meet the statically stable criteria over a wide range of speeds, but when
speed is increased static stability is reduced (Ting et al, 1994). Dynamic stability is used to bridge periods of static instability, utilizing body momentum and the mechanical properties of the limbs at high velocities (Jindrich and Full 2002). Periods of static instability are particularly prevalent in animals that utilize fewer legs and/or aerial phases during locomotion causing these animals to depend on dynamic stability throughout the gait (Karcnik, 2004).

Dynamic stability can be characterized by steady state variables that change or fluctuate in a characteristic fashion. In this way, dynamic stability can be described by state variables such as velocities, joint angles, step cycle and COM position (Full et al, 2002). These state variables change over time in stable locomotion as a consequence of the system dynamics, oscillating in a rhythmic pattern. Time independent rhythmic patterns of state variables can be compared, allowing for the behavior of variables to be observed relative to one another, no longer considering time. These comparisons can lead to the formation of duty cycles capable of depicting the change in all state variables over one step cycle, defining an equilibrium state or trajectory. In this way state variables allow for quantification of a dynamic systems return to equilibrium following a disturbance, defined by the time and pattern of variable change (Full et al, 2002).

The challenges of dynamic stability quantification can be avoided by analysis of simple models that attempt to capture some aspect of state variables. The simplest of these models attempts to estimate the movements of the COM around a few step cycles. These models do not attempt to recreate the multidimensionality of animals, but simply utilize knowledge of actual animals and attempt to explain simple mechanisms by which motor function may be controlled (Full and Koditschek 1999). Many of these models appear to capture the compliant structures discussed above, necessitating the application of spring like structures in almost every successful model. Although these models reduce the complexity of animals away from reality, they can be a useful tool in capturing how a system that utilizes neural input to control the mechanics of muscles is able to produce stable movement.

**Simple Models for Locomotion: Templates of Movement**

Models capable of simulating simple locomotion give a prediction of the movement of the COM of an animal. These reductive models or templates parsimoniously encode the movement of an animal, revealing the basic principles of motion without considering the finer details of body structure (Full and Koditschek, 1999). The most prominent and widely used of these models in locomotion is the spring-like inverted pendulum (SLIP) model for COM movement. This SLIP model is composed of a pendulum and a
spring in series, which are utilized in combination or individually. The SLIP model proposes a mechanism for minimizing energy expenditure through storing and recovering the energy during each phase of the step cycle. It explains two mechanisms for alternatively storing and recovering energy; first the pendulum effect of exchange between gravitational potential energy and kinetic energy and second the spring like effect due to exchanges of mechanical energy stored in muscles and tendons which is recovered as kinetic and gravitational energy (Cavagna et al, 1977).

Application of the SLIP model to actual data from animal locomotion is possible for a wide range of locomotor designs given a few experimental parameters, model assumptions and behavioral exclusions. The SLIP model can be fit to gaits whose dynamics are described by alternating propulsive phases with a bouncing COM at a constant velocity (Blickhan 1989; Blickhan and Full, 1993). Multiple methods and many types of data can be applied to the SLIP model, which allow for estimations of leg stiffness and energy transfer during animal locomotion. Blickhan and Full, (1993) compared multiple animal designs over a wide range of gaits, utilizing total force measurements to determine the angle of attack and the springs stiffness (Blickhan, 1989). Another group of investigators sought to fit real animal data to the SLIP model, ignoring total force measurements while applying kinematic data. Srinivasan and Holmes (2007) were able to infer leg stiffness from measurements on a running animals, using only speed, step length and duty factor (fraction of full stride for which either leg is in ground contact). They attempted to fit the measurements easily obtained from animals (e.g. leg length and mass) to the model, attempting to infer the stiffness of the virtual leg. The stiffness of the leg is thought to be largely a behavioral choice, depending on the activation of antagonistic muscles and the preferred gait (increase in leg stiffness decreases duty factor in altering stance cycle; Srinivasan and Holmes, 2007).

Although the SLIP can qualitatively reproduce the COM movement of running behavior in many locomotion designs, it is unable to capture the dynamic stability associated with the compliant structures of the musculoskeletal system. (Srinivasan and Holmes, 2007). Even though the SLIP model is unable to capture the variables associated with dynamic stability, it has been shown to provide insight into the running behavior of crabs at varying speeds (Blickhan and Full, 1987). Utilizing this technique, we hope to understand how the mechanical energetics in different species of crab are affected by the size, body structure, speed and running behavior in complex environments. This model will also show how these mechanical effects determine their response to perturbations and provide insight into how they affect the efficiency of running.
Summary

Locomotor control studies have historically focused on the function of animals during walking in uniform environments. Although these studies have improved our understanding of neural and mechanical motor control strategies, it is still unknown how locomotion is controlled at fast speeds in non-uniform environments. As speed and environmental complexity increase, it may be that the musculoskeletal system can compensate for deficiencies in neural control by using the elasticity of muscles and tendons to buffer environmental perturbations and the intrinsic properties of muscles to alter contraction and relaxation independent of neural control (Brown and Loeb, 1999). Although the nervous system is responsible for the initiation, maintenance and alteration of motor patterns, the mechanical properties of animals play an important role in the production and stabilization of locomotion, especially during rapid movement in natural environments.

It is still unknown how motor control strategies and body mechanics interact during animal locomotion to produce the unique gaits seen throughout the animal kingdom. The purpose of this research is to understand how structural and behavioral differences created by evolutionary pressures allow animals to move effectively in their complex habitats. Our results improve the understanding of how locomotion is controlled during stable movement under steady conditions as well as locomotion through complex terrain and during unexpected perturbations from loss of traction (Nishikawa et al, 2007). The following two chapters explain how species specific structural and behavior differences produce running ability and stability. Chapter 2 aims to characterize species specific locomotor patterns and how evolutionary pressures may have produced these structural and behavioral differences. Chapter 3 utilizes these species specific differences to explain responses to slippery surface perturbations and determine variables important for stability. Chapter 4 emphasizes the importance of the research for understanding evolutionary pressures associated with locomotion and how these optimized locomotor strategies can provide insight for biomimetics.
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Chapter 2: Animal Structure and Joint Behavior determine Body Dynamics during Sideways Running in Three Species of Crab
Abstract

Animals have evolved locomotion strategies for most terrestrial environments, allowing them to overcome complex terrain and interact with their habitat. Species differences in anatomical structure have a profound effect on how locomotion is controlled, dictating how motor patterns are transformed into physical movement. It remains unclear how these species specific structural properties affect gait dynamics. Furthermore, it is unknown how evolutionary pressures mold the mechanical and behavioral characteristics of animals to allow for successful locomotion in different environments. For this reason we compared the kinematics of running in three brachyuran crab species to understand how structural and behavior differences dictate movement. Each species’ distinct stepping patterns and joint mechanics created unique gait dynamics during running. Although only sideways running was examined, morphology and joint behavior explain the unique gaits of each species and resulting center of mass movements. These unique gait dynamics are a product of evolutionary pressures that shape the body structure and locomotor behavior, adaptively tuning each species to their specific behavioral ecology.
Introduction

Animals have adapted locomotor strategies for almost every environment, successfully overcoming variations in substrate, uneven surfaces, and unexpected perturbations. All of these locomotor strategies are mediated by neural networks, which are responsible for generating and altering locomotor patterns through muscle activation. Although neural tissue is responsible for the initiation and maintenance of locomotion, the nervous system only plays a part in the control of locomotion (Dickinson et al., 2000). The mechanical properties of musculoskeletal systems dictate how neural commands are translated into movement and are vital during the control of locomotion in complex environments. These mechanical properties are produced by limb structure and muscle function and integrate with neural processing to create a neuromechanical system that is able to produce stable movement (Nishikawa et al., 2007). Although it is known that the mechanical properties of animals play a significant role in locomotion, it is still unclear how subtle variations in body structure and locomotor preferences determine the mechanics of movement.

Neuromechanical systems exploit the size, shape, and structural compliance of the animal and even the physical properties of the environment to optimize locomotor control. Comparative studies of animals with distinct body structures have identified several important mechanical variables that shed light on the factors associated with different locomotor strategies (Full and Farley, 2000). These differences are beginning to explain the properties that determine how locomotion is controlled in complex environments and how different species' body structures have evolved to move effectively in their respective environments.

Viewing locomotion as a purely neurally controlled process where the musculoskeletal apparatus simply responds to the commands of the nervous system is a flawed and counterproductive approach to the study of locomotion (Zajac, 1989). The flow of information during locomotion is a closed loop system where joint and muscle sensors feedback information regarding the current position of the limbs and body position, velocity, and force which in a way makes the nervous system the initiator and planner of movement while the musculoskeletal system interprets mechanical cues to neural feedback and translates motor output into
movement (Full and Farley, 2000). Furthermore, interplay within the musculoskeletal system, due to the mechanical properties of muscles, creates unique responses to neural signals in a state dependent manner (Biewener and Gillis, 1999). The musculoskeletal system also responds to perturbations independently using the structural compliance of the system and the animal’s momentum (Jindrich and Full, 2002; Loeb, 1995; Chapter 3).

Although muscles provide the mechanism for force creation, they also produce the breaking forces that decrease kinematic energy and buffer movement in rhythmic systems (Azizi, 2014). The series elastic component (SEC) of muscle is composed of the elastic contractile and connective tissue found along the length of muscles. The SEC functions as a buffer during abrupt contractions and has the ability to store energy as the tension in muscle is increased, either by active shortening or external forces (Hill 1950). The ability to store and utilize mechanical energy held in the SEC is necessary for such movements as running, jumping, and throwing (Josephson, 1999). This stored elastic energy enables muscles to perform oscillatory movements more efficiently, using elastic structures to recover energy lost by the body during prior movements (Biewener 1997).

Analyzing closely related species with similar body structure and movement preferences can produce insights into how locomotor capability can be altered through the evolutionary pressures of the species' respective environments (Doran, 1993). Morphology can greatly affect the locomotor ability of animals and even slight changes in body structure can result in completely different modes of movement including body orientation (Vidal-Gadea et al, 2007), as well as gait characteristics and limb usage (Renous et al, 2008). Even closely related species with very similar body structures can display significantly different abilities in terms of speed and agility, as well as preferences in joint usage and perturbation recovery (Chapter 3).

Although a large amount is known about mechanics of locomotion, most studies have analyzed animals in isolation without comparing closely related species to understand how body structures dictate biomechanics during running. The goal of this research was to characterize the kinematics associated with fast sideways running in three species of brachyuran crabs, using limb morphology and body structure to explain the differences in locomotor ability. Using closely related species with similar movement preferences will allow for insights into how slight changes
in morphology determine the locomotor ability of animals and will elucidate how evolution shapes structure and behavior to create different locomotor strategies. We therefore tested the following hypotheses: (i) Crab speed is dictated by their relative limb structure and preference in joint usage. (ii) Preferences in joint usage influence movement of the carapace and center of mass resulting in significantly different locomotor strategies.

Methods

Experimental Subjects

Three species of crustaceans were used in the present study: *Uca pugilator* (fiddler crab) (Carolina Biological Supplies), *Ocypode quadrata* (ghost crab) (Gulf Specimen Marine Laboratories, Inc), and *Gecarcinus quadrates* (Halloween crab) (Reptile City Pet Supply Co.). All crabs were maintained at 24 ºC on a 12hr light cycle and fed three times a week. Fiddler crabs were fed crab pellets (Carolina Biological Supplies), ghost crabs were fed frozen freshwater smelt, and Halloween crabs were fed fresh spinach, apples, and Hermit Crab food (Carolina Biological Supplies). These species were selected because of differences in weight range, body proportions and ecological niches.

Running Track

We used a high friction, sandpaper substrate track painted white on the floor and walls to promote contrast. Three tracks were used for the different sizes of crabs; 50x11x19 cm, 30x7x12 cm and 20x7x12 cm (X-Y-Z). Four cameras were placed in contralateral positions along the length of the 19 x 50 cm track, with a camera at either end focused on the center of the track at 45° angle and two cameras 15 cm from both ends of the track focused on the center at a 25° angle (Fig. 1).

Experimental protocols

For each trial, crabs were placed at one end of the tunnel and induced to locomote with a running or trotting gait. To induce locomotion down the track in the desired direction, animals were released and immediately tapped on the trailing legs. In addition a fictive burrow was placed at the far end of the track (Walls and Layne, 2009). Each “run” was recorded with four cameras (Fuji Film model Finepix HS10 cameras, FujiFilm Corporation, Akasaka 9-Chrome,
Minato-ku, Tokyo 107-0052, Japan). Prior to recording animals were marked with high-contrast points on the carapace and at the distal ends of each segment of the walking legs, although the carpus-propus joint was ignored as it does not produce much movement during locomotion in these species. Each point was created by covering the area with Whiteout® and placing a dot of black nail polish in the location of interest to increase contrast. Each camera captured 120 frames s\(^{-1}\) for Ghost and Fiddler crabs and 60 frames s\(^{-1}\) for the Halloween crabs. The spatial resolution was 1.0 mm, 0.35 mm and 0.4 mm for the three running track sizes 50x11x19 cm, 30x7x12 cm, and 20x7x12 cm (X-Y-Z-axis), respectively. The calibration object used to define the recording space covered 100% of the data collection area for each track, no movements were recorded outside the spatially defined recording area. All of the Ghost crabs and the Halloween crabs > 20g were run on the 50x11x19 cm track, Halloween crabs <20 g and Fiddler crabs >3g were run on the 30x7x12 cm track, and Fiddler crabs <3 g were run on the 20x7x12 cm track. Recordings from all cameras were synchronized using a light emitting diode visible in the field of view of all cameras. Three floodlights surrounded the track and provided illumination during trials; lights were turned off during rest periods to avoid raising the track temperature. Video recordings were converted to .avi files and uploaded into Vicon Motus motion analysis software (Vicon Motus Motion Systems Inc.) for 3-dimensional analysis using the direct linear transform (Abdel-Aziz and Karara 1971).

**Motion Analysis**

*Body Dynamics and Center of Mass Movement*

Angular excursions of roll, pitch, and yaw were determined for the body of each species using points on the carapace placed at the rostrum and immediately above the L4/T4 TC joints on the ventral carapace. Roll was determined by comparing the lateral carapace vector which extended across the carapace from the points placed above the L4/T4 TC joints to the substrate plane to. Pitch was determined by comparing the ventral carapace vector which extended from the rostrum down the midline of the carapace to the substrate plane. Yaw was determined by comparing the lateral carapace vector to the vertical sidewall plane. Roll, pitch and yaw excursions were determined by the difference between the maximum and minimum values during a single stride.
Change in normalized center of mass (COM) height ($\Delta H$) was determined by the difference between the maximum and minimum height during each stride divided by the animal’s carapace width (CW) ($\Delta H = \frac{H_{\text{max}} - H_{\text{min}}}{\text{CW}}$). Change in normalized velocity ($\Delta V$) was the difference in maximum and minimum velocity during each stride divided by the animal’s carapace width ($\Delta V = \frac{V_{\text{max}} - V_{\text{min}}}{\text{CW}}$). Normalized average velocity was the average velocity of the running animal over the course of two strides divided by carapace width.

**Leg Kinematics**

Joint angles of the distal leg segments (merus, carpus, propus, dactyl) were measured directly in Vicon Motus using the direct linear transformation. The thorax-coxa (TC) joint angle was estimated by the angle created by the merus segment and the ventral carapace vector, with flexion moving the merus segment toward the rostrum of the animal. The angle of the coxa-basis (CB) joint was estimated by comparing the merus segment to the vertical carapace vector which extends vertically from the ventral carapace as a cross product of the lateral and ventral carapace vector. The CB joint was extended when the animal elevated the merus and flexed when the merus was depressed toward the substrate. Contact angle, lift angle, and angular excursions for each joint and DC angle were determined for each complete step for every leg during running. Angular excursions were the difference between the maximum and minimum angle during a step in the respective leg ($\theta_{\text{max}} - \theta_{\text{min}}$).

**Results**

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analyses were performed using SAS JMP 10 statistical software (SAS institute Inc.). A two-way nested ANOVA (Species X Trial Type) was performed on normalized $\Delta H$, $\Delta V$ and averaged velocity as well as joint excursion, contact and lift of angle for all 32 walking leg joints and the dactyl segments relationship to the substrate, followed by Tukey-Kramer multiple comparisons post-hoc tests ($\alpha=.05$).

**Body Structure and Stepping Pattern**

Since this was a comparative study, we began by looking at the basic body structure of the three species. Normalized to carapace width, all leg segments were significantly longer in
ghost crabs than in Halloween crabs, with fiddler crabs mainly falling between the two (p<0.05)(Fig. 3, Table 1). The dactyl was the only segment which was significantly longer in ghost crabs than either fiddler or Halloween crabs.

Each subsequent distal joint in the leg has a single plane of motion, either in the approximately horizontal plane (TC, CP, BM) or the approximately vertical plane (CB, MC, PD)(Vidal-Gadea et al. 2007)(Fig. 2). Thus, the thorax-coxa (TC) joint flexes the leg rostrally and extends the leg caudally. The coxa-basis (CB) joint depress and elevate the leg, and the merus-carpus (MC) and propus-dactyl (PD) joint flex the distal segments under and extend distal segments away from the carapace.

All species of crabs adopted the same general locomotion strategy during sideways running. This general pattern is seen in the example of a ghost crab leading and trailing 1st leg joint motion under control conditions (Fig 4). During the stance phase the leading legs flex the joints, pulling the carapace towards the legs, while the trailing legs extend the joints, pushing the carapace away from the legs. During the swing phase leading legs reach beyond the carapace in the direction of movement extending the joints while the trailing legs flex the joints toward the carapace. With a few exceptions all joints act in concert flexing and extending together during the respective leg’s step and swing periods. Contralateral leg joints flex and extend in unison with their counterpart, except the CB joint which flexes the leg downward during stance on both sides.

Normalized stepping patterns show the three species each have distinct inter-leg coordination (Fig. 5). Fiddler crabs utilize an alternating tetrapod gait, with the L1/L3, L2/L4, T1/T3 and T2/T4 pairs of legs in phase with their partner. The L1/L3 legs are in phase with the T2/T4 legs and the L2/L4 legs are in phase with the T1/T3 legs during a stride. Ghost crabs display a similar semi-alternating tetrapod gait with no legs stepping differently from Fiddler crabs except for the leading and trailing 4th legs. The L4 leg had delayed stance onset (p=0.0004) and was only used during 60% of strides. The T4 leg was only used during 36% of strides but had a similar stepping pattern to fiddler T4 leg (p=0.79). Halloween crabs use a metachronal gait in which sequential stepping of each leg occurred in a wave pattern on both the trailing and leading side. This metachronal stepping pattern differs from the alternating tetrapod gait by delaying the L3, L4, T3, and T4 leg’s stance initiation (all p<0.0002) (Fig. 3, Table 2).
Center of mass movement and Carapace rotation

Species differences resulted in unique normalized center of mass movements in both the horizontal and vertical direction. Ghost crabs were the fastest animals with an average speed that was almost twice as fast as either of the two other species (Fig. 7, Table 3). Changes in center of mass height and velocity were greatest for the fiddler crabs and least for the Halloween crabs. Fiddler crab’s substantial changes in center of mass movement created a bouncing ‘stop and go’ gait that had negative velocities for short periods during some strides. Ghost crabs had the fastest gait with intermediate changes in center of mass height and velocity, although it appeared that ghost crab velocity changes came from substantial thrust while fiddler crab’s used both thrust and breaking. Halloween crabs were the slowest species with a consistent velocity and stable center of mass position (Fig. 6, Fig. 7, table 3).

Carapace rotations of roll and pitch showed significant species differences (p<0.05), although yaw was similar across crab type (p>0.05). Fiddler crabs produced the greatest roll and pitch excursions during a stride, although ghost crabs experienced similar pitch excursions. Halloween crabs had the lowest carapace rotations for pitch and roll, maintaining the most stable thorax of the three species (Fig. 8, Table 4).

Walking Leg Joint Kinematics

The three species of crab displayed very similar leg kinematics, with joint excursion, contact angle, and lift off angle similar for all 40 joints on all 8 walking legs except for seven differences (Table 5). Of the seven exceptions, six were differences within the two most proximal joints (TC and CB) and one was within a distal joint (PD). There was no species difference in any of the MC joints, nor was there any difference in the dactyl position.

The leading legs of the animals showed three distinct differences in two joint’s movement, including the L1 TC joint excursions and L3 CB excursions and lift off angle. Halloween and ghost crabs used the L1 TC joint to promote the leg in front of the animal during stance while fiddler crabs maintained the joint fairly stable during the course of a step (Fig. 9A/B and Table 5). This distinct L1 TC joint usage could possibly contribute to species differences in pitch excursion (Fig. 8B). The increased usage of the L1 TC joint may allow the lead first leg to support the rostral portion of the center of mass, decreasing pitch of the ghost and halloween crabs.
The L3 CB excursions and lift off angle indicated that the three species may be using this joint during running for different purposes. Fiddler crabs seem to be using this joint to depress the leg, producing breaking and lift on the leading side of the carapace during stance. The joint builds angular momentum prior to stance producing impact upon contact and depressing the leg throughout the stance (Fig. 10C). This is emphasized by the substantial excursions and lower lift off angle (Fig.10A/B, Table 5) seen in the fiddler crab L3 CB joint. Ghost crabs appear to use this joint to buffer the breaking force produced by the leg, elevating the leg at contact and depressing the leg prior to lift off with the joint (Fig. 8C). Halloween crabs maintain the joint at a greater angle during stance (Fig. 10A/C), indicating the leg is in an elevated position in comparison to the other two crabs and may produce less breaking force in this position. These differences in the L3 CB joint usage may be the reason for the excessive roll excursions and ΔHeight seen in the fiddler crabs, as usage of this joint would increase upward lift on the leading side of the carapace. The L3 CB joint usage may also be partially responsible, in cooperation with trailing legs, for the greater average velocity and ΔVelocity seen in the ghost and fiddler crabs, respectively (Fig. 6, 7A).

The trailing leg joints displayed four distinct differences in three joints, including the trailing 2nd and 3rd TC joint excursions, and the trailing 3rd TC and PD joint contact angles. The trailing 2nd and 3rd TC joint appear to produce a substantial amount of thrust in the fiddler and ghost crabs, extending the joint during stance and flexing it during swing. Halloween crabs extend the joint during stance although the excursions during a step are not as substantial (Fig. 11, Table 5). This lack of trailing leg thrust and leading leg breaking (Fig. 10) could be responsible for the low ΔVelocity in the Halloween crabs. The Fiddler and ghost crabs appear to produce substantial thrust with the trailing legs, but the differential use of the Leading CB joint (Fig. 10) between the two species could be producing the differences seen in average velocity and ΔVelocity (Fig. 6, Fig. 7A). The fiddler crab’s greater excursions in the L3 CB joint and low lift angle could be producing breaking on the leading side which would cause the drastic changes in velocity seen in this species. And, although the fiddler and ghost crabs have very similar joint movements during thrust production, this difference in leading leg breaking movements could allow the ghost crabs to achieve a greater average velocity.
Another difference in the trailing 3rd TC joint use between species was contact angle, which was greater for ghost crabs (Fig. 12A, Table 5). This could be due to the lack of trailing 4th leg usage during running, which was only used during 36% of strides in ghost crabs while the other crabs used the leg 100% of the time. The greater angle of this joint indicates that the ghost crabs maintain the trailing 3rd leg in a posterior position, possibly widening the base of support during stance to compensate for the lack of T4 leg usage (Fig. 12B). Halloween crabs appear to compensate for the lack of TC joint usage in the 3rd leg by decreasing T3 PD contact angle. This decrease in contact angle gives the joint a greater range of motion during stance, possibly allowing this joint to produce more thrust with a lower contact angle (Fig. 13, Table 5). This dependence on a distal joint with smaller muscles to produce thrust could be the reason the halloween crabs have the lowest average velocity (Fig. 6), even with a lack of breaking on the leading side due to CB joint position (Fig. 10).

The effect of mass on the movement of these species will be discussed in the subsequent paper (Chapter 3), although it is worth noting that the size of the animal was not associated with changes in joint behavior during running for any of the species.

Discussion

Structural differences in animals are the result of evolutionary pressures imposed by the properties of natural environments. Species specific locomotor patterns that overlay these body structures are also a property of the animals’ environment, producing effective movement under the mechanical constraints of its body structure and habitat. Multiple species with similar body structures walk and run differently depending on native habitat including the camel and horse (Dagg, 1974), tokay gecko and leopard gecko (Aerts et al, 2000) as well as the goat and dog (Abourachid et al, 2007). Slight changes in neural control and limb morphology can permit these animals to move effectively in a variety of terrains by altering how limbs interact with the environment. The animals studied here utilized species specific morphology and interlimb coordination to create unique gaits with distinct body dynamics and running ability.

Fiddler crabs live in flat tidal areas sifting organic material from mud and do not often venture far from their burrow (Virgillio and Ribeiro, 2013). The flat tidal areas that fiddler crabs
inhabit have a variety of locomotor demands due to tidal flooding. Periodic tidal water will increase buoyancy when animals are submerged and soften the terrain increasing substrate compliance. These challenges produced by their tidal environment may dictate an intermediate body design and allow fiddler crabs to move on muddy or hard terrain as well as while being submerged. The alternating tetrapod gait has previously been observed in fiddler crabs, although these researchers also recorded metachronal stepping patterns in the trailing legs during slow walk (Barnes, 1974). The reason this metachronal gait was not seen in the current study is because no slow walking was recorded, resulting in only alternating tetrapod gaits observed. Chinese mitten crabs tend to use alternating tetrapod stepping patterns like the fiddler crabs on smooth hard surfaces, but switch to random stepping patterns in rougher terrain. Chinese mitten crabs are also more likely to use a bouncing gait similar to the fiddler crab gait when on hard surfaces (Jianqiao et al, 2013). The periodic nature of the alternating tetrapod gait in fiddler crabs may be a product of running on a noncompliant track, resulting in large fluctuations in height and velocity during a stride. This bouncing alternating tetrapod gait may not persist if the running surface is more compliant or rough. It has also been shown that human legs modify mechanics in order to maintain center of mass movements when substrate compliance increases (Moritz and Farley, 2003). Although the crabs were transitioned to decreasing compliance, it would be expected that fiddler crabs would reduce vertical force output. Calculations show that increases in potential energy are greater than increases in kinetic energy for fiddler crabs, making vertical center of mass movements dominant over horizontal (Chapter 3). The joint activity observed in the leading legs would produce substantial vertical and breaking forces, and when combined with the thrust production of the trailing legs would result in a 'bouncing stop and go' gait when surface compliance is low and traction is high.

Ghost crabs move along the shoreline searching for carrion and predating on small animals (Wolcott, 1978). Having long limbs and a relatively narrow thorax allows these animals to achieve velocities of 2 m/s and may create more effective movement during long distance running on open beaches. The relationship between long limbs and greater running speed has been observed in lizards (Bonine and Garland, 1999) and mammals (Garland and Janis, 1993). Long limbs would also provide more surface area for thrust in the fluid like sand (Chen et al,
Their long limbs may help with submerged locomotion by providing more surface area for paddling as well as longer limbs for ‘underwater punting’ which is a skipping motion performed underwater by shore crabs (Martinez et al, 1998). Both fiddler and ghost crabs experience the effects of neutral buoyancy and resistive fluid dynamics during underwater locomotion and may be the reason for their similar relative length in the proximal two leg segments.

Halloween crabs, on the other hand, are primarily terrestrial living along the coast line of tropical rainforests eating vegetation and leaf litter. They encounter more variety in terrain and obstacles than either of the other two species and are known to frequently climb in vegetation (Griffiths et al, 2007). Halloween crabs have the shortest leg segments and relatively widest carapace of the three species, possibly the reason these animals had the lowest relative velocity changes and center of mass movements during a stride. Halloween crabs also displayed the slowest normalized speed as well as the lowest ΔVelocity and ΔHeight, indicating that limb length is important for not only running speed but also movements of the body during a stride. These short limbs may be a product of their rainforest habitat in which climbing over obstacles and in foliage is more advantages than fast running. It has been shown that evolutionary tradeoffs exist within animal structure that determine maximal sprinting speed and climbing ability in chameleons (Losos et al, 1993) and lizards (Goodman, 2007; Lundelius, 1956). These same tradeoffs may be present in crab body structure, specializing decapods to either be effective runners or climbers which depends on limb structure and joint behavior.

Given that halloween crabs rarely become submerged in water (ref) and thus do not encounter periods of neutral buoyancy like fiddler and ghost crabs, having shorter limbs would allow for more effective terrestrial locomotion when relative body mass is greater. Shorter leg segments reduce leverage over joint movements allowing the same power to be used over a shorter distance. This greater torque production would promote terrestrial movement through a variety of terrains while increasing climbing ability. Morphology and movement analysis of arboreal and cursorial rodents has shown that limb length and joint usage can substantially alter torque production in specialized limbs (Stalheim-Smith, 1984). Furthermore, halloween crabs' relatively larger carapace and thick exoskeleton could be a defense against raccoons and other predators of their habitat and their short legs help provide support for heavier body structure.
Although it is difficult to make definitive conclusions about the evolutionary pressures that created these species specific joint movements and body structures, it is apparent that the animals have developed locomotor strategies that allow for effective movement in their respective environments. This study was able to elucidate some of the effects of structural differences on locomotor capability and allow for an understanding of how these species' unique environments drive locomotor behavior. It has been shown that gait preference can determine body structure and joint usage in decapods (Vidal-Gadea et al, 2008) as well as neuromuscular activity (Dewell and Belanger, 2008). This study displayed that even with a similar preference for sideways running, body proportions and joint behavior can produce unique gaits. These structural and behavior differences resulted in unique mass specific energetic profiles and perturbation responses (Chapter 3).
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### Tables

#### Table 1: Normalized Body Structure

**Table 1:** ANOVA results of body structure comparisons including F-ratio and prob>F as well as average carapace width (cm) +/- standard error for each species. Limb lengths and standard deviations are normalized to animal carapace widths. Pair wise comparisons are indicated with respective p-values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>F-Ratio</th>
<th>Prob&gt;F</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Length (cm or CW) +/- error</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carapace</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>1.66 ±0.3</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>3.61 ±0.52</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>3.08 ±0.38</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merus</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>0.62 ±0.12</td>
<td>F x G</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>0.68 ±0.14</td>
<td>F x H</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>0.55 ±0.04</td>
<td>G x H</td>
<td>0.044*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propus-Carpus</td>
<td>6.74</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>0.63 ±0.08</td>
<td>F x G</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>0.71 ±0.14</td>
<td>F x H</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>0.54 ±0.04</td>
<td>G x H</td>
<td>0.006*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dactyl</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td>0.0084</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>0.33 ±0.03</td>
<td>F x G</td>
<td>0.017*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>0.45 ±0.11</td>
<td>F x H</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>0.33 ±0.07</td>
<td>G x H</td>
<td>0.014*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 2: Normalized Stance Initiation

**Table 2:** Normalized stance initiation times of the four legs showing significantly different stepping behavior. ANOVA results, average contact time in relation to stride period and pair wise comparison p-values are provided for the L3, L4, T3 and T4 legs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leg</th>
<th>F-Ratio</th>
<th>Prob&gt;F</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Stance Initiation</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leading 3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>0.06 ±0.13</td>
<td>F x G</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>0.02 ±0.14</td>
<td>F x H</td>
<td>0.0002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>-0.15 ±0.2</td>
<td>G x H</td>
<td>0.0663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading 4&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>9.54</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>0.72 ±0.19</td>
<td>F x G</td>
<td>0.0004*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>0.35 ±0.38</td>
<td>F x H</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>0.28 ±0.22</td>
<td>G x H</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trailing 3rd</td>
<td>9.24</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>0.48 ±0.12</td>
<td>F x G</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>0.44 ±0.11</td>
<td>F x H</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>0.32 ±0.11</td>
<td>G x H</td>
<td>0.002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trailing 4&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>8.45</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>0.01 ±0.19</td>
<td>F x G</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>-0.19 ±0.33</td>
<td>F x H</td>
<td>0.0016*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>-0.29 ±0.15</td>
<td>G x H</td>
<td>0.0015*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Normalized Center of mass movement

Table 3: ANOVA results for COM movement including average velocity as well as change in height and velocity during a stride. Averages and standard deviations are normalized to animals' carapace width.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body Rotation</th>
<th>F-Ratio</th>
<th>Prob &gt; F</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>CW ± Error</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Velocity</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>11.7 ±2.9</td>
<td>F x G</td>
<td>0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>26.6 ±7.4</td>
<td>F x H</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>9.4 ±3.6</td>
<td>G x H</td>
<td>0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Height</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.0132</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>0.28 ±0.15</td>
<td>F x G</td>
<td>0.02*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>0.19 ±0.09</td>
<td>F x H</td>
<td>0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>0.13 ±0.05</td>
<td>G x H</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Velocity</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>9.45 ±4.3</td>
<td>F x G</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>6.7 ±5.3</td>
<td>F x H</td>
<td>0.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>4.4 ±2.8</td>
<td>G x H</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Carapace rotations

Table 4: Carapace rotational excursion during a stride ANOVA results and post-hoc tests (p<0.06). Average carapace excursions +/- standard deviation during a stride are provided for each species as well as species comparisons made with p-values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body Rotation</th>
<th>F-Ratio</th>
<th>Prob &gt; F</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Angle ± Error</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roll</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>15.3 ±21.8</td>
<td>F x G</td>
<td>0.023*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>7.9 ±4.7</td>
<td>F x H</td>
<td>0.0006*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>6.29 ±5.6</td>
<td>G x H</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>14.3 ±9.1</td>
<td>F x G</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>12.2 ±7.0</td>
<td>F x H</td>
<td>0.0068*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>6.3 ±5.6</td>
<td>G x H</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Joint kinematics

Table 5: ANOVA results for joint kinematics including excursions, contact and lift angles for all joints showing significance between species. Average angle +/- standard deviation as well as post-hoc comparisons and p-values are displayed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leg -- Joint</th>
<th>Measure Angle</th>
<th>F-Ratio</th>
<th>Prob &gt; F</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Angle ± Error</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1 -- TC</td>
<td>Excursion</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>12.5 ±7.4</td>
<td>F x G</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>18.0 ±9.7</td>
<td>F x H</td>
<td>0.012*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>21.3 ±12.4</td>
<td>G x H</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 -- CB</td>
<td>Excursion</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>31.3 ±13.8</td>
<td>F x G</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>13.7 ±4.8</td>
<td>F x H</td>
<td>0.002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>17.7 ±9.2</td>
<td>G x H</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3 -- CB</td>
<td>Lift</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>0.0162</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>96.0 ±8.5</td>
<td>F x G</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>88.4 ±7.9</td>
<td>F x H</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>77.5 ±13.1</td>
<td>G x H</td>
<td>0.056*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2 -- TC</td>
<td>Excursion</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>29.8 ±13.1</td>
<td>F x G</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>32.94 ±16.4</td>
<td>F x H</td>
<td>0.057*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>17.83 ±9.18</td>
<td>G x H</td>
<td>0.026*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3 -- TC</td>
<td>Excursion</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>41.9 ±20.7</td>
<td>F x G</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>31.7 ±21.7</td>
<td>F x H</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>19.62 ±16.5</td>
<td>G x H</td>
<td>0.036*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3 -- TC</td>
<td>Contact</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>67.5 ±16.5</td>
<td>F x G</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>97.1 ±24.4</td>
<td>F x H</td>
<td>0.8611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>72.86 ±10.1</td>
<td>G x H</td>
<td>0.0002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3 -- PD</td>
<td>Contact</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>133.3 ±19.1</td>
<td>F x G</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>129.6 ±12.0</td>
<td>F x H</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>103.7 ±14.1</td>
<td>G x H</td>
<td>0.0004*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figures

Figure 1: Running Track

Figure 2: Diagram of the three running tracks and camera angles. The different tracks size is indicated by the variations in shading. All cameras were focused on the large black dot in the center and 100% of the track was captured in the video frame. Each track's length and width is indicated by the brackets in centimeters.
Figure 2: Walking Leg Joints

Figure 2: Walking leg joints highlighted in yellow. Joints moving in the horizontal plane are the thorax-coxa and carpus-propus joints (CP joint movement was not recorded due to its minimal use during locomotion. Vertical plane movement occurred in the coxa-basis, merus-carpus and propus-dactyl joints.
Figure 3: Body structure of the three limb segments monitored during running. Different letters above bars indicate segments that were significantly different in length compared to the other species when normalized to animals' carapace width.
Figure 4: Joint movements of the leading and trailing 1st leg during two steps by a ghost crab. The lower x-axis indicates the step, the upper x-axis indicates time and the y-axis indicates the joint.
Figure 5: Stepping pattern for each leg normalized to stride (T2 step period). Different letters indicate which legs initiated stance at significantly different times between species. The left side of the bar indicates contact time in relation to stride and bar length indicates proportion of the stride the leg was in contact with the ground. Leading thin lines indicate standard deviation of stance onset, while trailing thin lines indicate standard deviation of stance duration. Species legend as in Figure 3.
Figure 6: Normalized Velocity

Figure 6: Average COM velocity normalized to carapace width. Letters indicate significantly different normalized velocities between species. Y-axis indicates average velocity throughout trial in carapace widths per second and upper lines indicate standard error.
Figure 7: Center of mass movement

Figure 7: (A) Change in COM velocity during a stride. (B) Change in COM height during a stride. Bars represent averages and lines represent standard deviation. Letters indicate species that displayed significantly different COM movement during a stride.
Figure 8: (A) Roll excursions for each species. (B) Pitch excursions for each species. Bars represent average excursion during a stride while lines represent standard error. Letters indicate which species were significantly different. Y-axis represents angular excursions in degrees and x-axis represents species.
Figure 9: (A) Leading first thorax-coxa joint excursions for each species, letters indicate excursions that were significantly different between species. (B) Individual tracings of each joint during three complete steps, bars at the bottom represent proportion of step legs were in contact with the substrate.
Figure 10: Lead 3rd CB joint Excursion and Contact Lift

Figure 10: (A) Leading third coxa-basis joint lift angle comparison. X-axis represents joint angle in degrees and y-axis represents species. For this joint, the left side of the bars indicates lift angle and right side indicate contact angle while lines represent standard deviation. Letters represent lift angles that were significantly different. (B) L3 CB joint excursions with y-axis representing degrees and x-axis representing species. Letters indicate significantly different excursions between species. (C) Individual joint tracings of the L3 CB joint in the three species normalized to step period. X-axis indicates steps and y-axis indicates joint angle in degrees. Colored bars on the x-axis represent the proportion of the step the leg was in contact with the substrate.
Figure 11: Trailing 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} TC joint excursions

(A-B) Joint excursions during a step for T2 TC (A) and T3 TC (B) joints, bars indicate averages and lines indicate standard deviation. Species type is on the x-axis and joint excursion angle in degrees is on the y-axis. (C-D) Individual tracings of the T2 TC (C) and T3 TC (D) joints during three steps normalized to step period. X-axis represents the step number and y-axis represents the joint angle in degree. Colored bars on the x-axis represent the proportion of each step the leg was in contact with the ground for each species.
Figure 12: (A) Graph indicating the average contact angle of the T3 TC joint. X-axis represents joint angle at contact and lift while the y-axis represents species. (B) Image of ghost crab running with the T2 and T3 merus segment highlighted in yellow. Image displays the greater angle this species maintains in the T3 TC joint to compensate for the minimal use of the T4 leg.
Figure 13: Trailing 3\textsuperscript{rd} PD Joint Contact

(A) T3 PD joint contact and lift angles. The left side of the bars indicates contact angle and the right side indicate lift angle in this leg. The letters represent contact angles that were significantly different between species. (B) Individual tracings of the T3 PD joint during three steps normalized to step time. Bars indicate proportion of step the leg was in contact with the substrate. The x-axis represents the steps and the y-axis represents the joint angle in degrees.

Figure 13: (A) T3 PD joint contact and lift angles. The left side of the bars indicates contact angle and the right side indicate lift angle in this leg. The letters represent contact angles that were significantly different between species. (B) Individual tracings of the T3 PD joint during three steps normalized to step time. Bars indicate proportion of step the leg was in contact with the substrate. The x-axis represents the steps and the y-axis represents the joint angle in degrees.
Chapter 3: Locomotor Control Strategy Determines Stability during Perturbation Recovery in Three Species of Running Crabs
Abstract

As locomotor speed increases, an organism becomes less reliant on sensory information due to the timing delays associated with neural feedback and muscle activation. Legged locomotion utilizes an animal's structure as well as the mechanical properties of the muscles and tendons to compensate for this lack of neural processing speed. It is not known how structural and overall size differences between species influence these mechanical properties. To further understand how size and structure affect the mechanics and stability of locomotion, three species of crab ranging from 2g to 45g were subjected to slippery surface perturbations while full body kinematics data was recorded. Each species displayed distinct responses to the perturbation using either static or dynamic stability to overcome the sudden loss of traction. The mechanical energetics of each species responded to the perturbation differently, altering the scaling effects associated with the mechanical energy recovery across animal weights. Distinct neuromechanical control and stability strategies are present in each species during unstable locomotion. These species specific neuromechanical strategies are built from the morphological and behavioral features of each animal, creating unique perturbation responses during running. Species specific gait dynamics dictate how stabilizing responses are performed during steps following a perturbation, utilizing the intrinsic mechanical and behavioral properties of the animals. Despite the differences in locomotor variables during perturbation recovery, it appears that animals utilize joint redundancy and/or abundant body momentum to produce stabilizing responses during perturbations.
Introduction

Locomotor stability in animals is a multidimensional problem that encompasses the mechanical properties of animals and the neural activity driving their movement, as well as the interaction of these variables with the environment (Nishikawa et al, 2007). Although many aspects of locomotor stability are known in uniform environments, it is beneficial to perturb locomotor systems away from the normal state to elucidate the stabilizing strategies used in natural environments. Multiple studies have used complex environments and mechanical perturbations to determine stability strategies, providing insight into the neuromechanical properties of animals during periods of instability (Jindrich and Full, 2002; Spongberg and Full, 2008; Daley et al, 2006; Daley et al, 2007; Clark and Higham, 2011). To continue this research, we sought to determine the mechanical variables associated with an unexpected change in substrata friction due to a slippery surface. We used three species of brachyuran crabs with differences in weight, body proportions and joint behavior. Although slippery surface perturbation studies have been conducted on bipedal animals (Clark and Higham, 2011), none have investigated the response to slippery surfaces in animals with the complexity of octopods. Furthermore, no studies have compared how differences in animal structure and size determine the response to a sudden loss of friction. The influence of traction on the movement of animals is an important area of research when determining factors that control stability and maneuverability during running because natural environments have non-uniform terrain with a range of friction coefficients (Alexander, 1982).

As animals increase the speed of movement, the time available to respond to perturbations decreases, forcing animals to rely on the mechanical properties of body structure instead of neural feedback (Koditschek et al, 2004), (Spongberg and Full, 2008). At high speeds the frequency of step cycles increases, reducing the time between strides. This time constraint makes neural feedback less useful, limiting the nervous systems ability to respond to changes in locomotor variables (Ting et al, 1994). As the nervous system becomes hindered by this lack of time, the mechanical behavior of an animal can perform some of the requirements of the nervous system. These mechanical properties produced by limb structure and muscle function integrate
with neural processing to create a neuromechanical system that is able to produce stable movement (Nishikawa et al, 2007).

Two independent forms of locomotor stability are present in animals, static and dynamic stability (Karcnik, 2004). Static stability is prevalent in sprawled posture, slow moving animals that have at least three ground contact points supporting the center of mass (COM) throughout the gait. When the COM travels outside the perimeter of support, the animal becomes statically unstable and will fall (Full et al 2002). Many terrestrial locomotor strategies meet the statically stable criteria over a wide range of speeds, but when speed is increased the static stability of the system is reduced (Ting et al 1994). At increased speeds, many locomotor variables change, so that the criteria for static stability may no longer be satisfied due to the loss of constant COM support. Dynamic stability is used to bridge periods of static instability, utilizing body momentum to overcome the lack of static stability (Jindrich and Full 2002). Periods of static instability are particularly prevalent in animals that utilize fewer legs and/or aerial phases during locomotion, causing these animals to depend on dynamic stability throughout the gait (Full et al 2002).

Animals commonly encounter natural perturbations including uneven terrain, loss of friction, external forces and changes in substrate compliance, all of which deviate limb movement and COM trajectory. Analyzing the variables associated with perturbation responses is an informative approach to understanding how locomotion is controlled in natural environments. Control and recovery strategies have been shown in cockroaches experiencing unexpected forces (Jindrich and Full, 2002), guinea fowl and cockroaches running on uneven terrain (Daley et al, 2006; Sponberg and Full, 2008), and guinea fowl subject to a slippery surface during running (Clark and Higham, 2011). Although multiple species were used, one common theme has emerged from these perturbation studies. Supporting limbs must produce, absorb, store and release, and/or convert energy to achieve stability when mechanical patterns deviate during perturbations.

Given the multiple variables associated with locomotion and the complexity of perturbation recovery, models are useful when determining the underlying themes dictating
stability. Models capable of capturing the variables associated with COM movements during locomotion provide a way of comparing animals with different structures and weights. These reductionist models, parsimoniously encode the movement of an animal, revealing the basic principles of motion without considering the finer details of body structure. The most prominent and widely used of these locomotor models is the spring-like inverted pendulum (SLIP) model for COM movement (Full and Koditschek, 1999). This SLIP model is composed of a pendulum and a spring in series, which are utilized in combination or individually. The SLIP model proposes a mechanism for minimizing energy expenditure through storing and recovering the energy during each phase of the step cycle. It explains two mechanisms for alternatively storing and recovering energy; first the pendulum effect of exchange between gravitational potential energy and kinetic energy and second the spring like effect due to exchanges of mechanical energy stored in muscles and tendons which is recovered as kinetic and gravitational energy (Cavagna et al, 1977).

Although the SLIP model can qualitatively reproduce the COM movement of running behavior in many locomotor designs, it is unable to capture the dynamic stability associated with the compliant structures of the musculoskeletal system. Still, the SLIP model is able to depict stable locomotion in a wide range of animals and provides a means of anchoring the complexity of locomotion in a uniform measure (Srinivasan and Holmes, 2007). The SLIP model has been applied to running brachyuran crabs, determining that the mechanical aspects of arthropod locomotion are mechanically similar to those of vertebrates despite the contrast in musculoskeletal structure (Blickhan and Full, 1987). The SLIP model will be applied to the three species of brachyuran crabs used here, enabling mechanical energy recovery to be compared across animal weights and species. These comparisons will further explain the effects of scaling and body structure during normal movement and during perturbation recovery.

While a good deal is known about the mechanics of running in uniform environments as well as basic perturbation responses, it is still unclear how differences in body structure and running behavior determine stability. The goal of this research was to determine the responses of three species of brachyuran crabs to a sudden loss of traction. These species were selected because they share similar body structure and movement direction but differ in weight range,
relative limb length, and natural habitat. Quantifying the perturbation response of these crab species will allow for a better understanding of how mechanical and neural feedback differs between locomotor strategies during locomotion in non-uniform environments. We therefore tested the following hypotheses: (i) Utilization of static and dynamic stability will be reliant on the animal's relative speed. (ii) Animal structure, running behavior and weight will determine how the mechanical energy recovery system functions during normal running and perturbation recovery.

Methods
The experimental subjects and basic methods were as described in Chapter 2.

Energy Calculations

Energy calculations are adapted from Blickhan and Full (1987). Center of mass was determined for each species by hanging the animal by a string from three perpendicular points on the carapace. This point was then used to create a “virtual point” (as opposed to the marked points on the carapace and limbs) in the Vicon motion analysis software. The mass (M) of each animal with the COM velocity (V) and height (H) were used to calculate kinetic energy (KE =1/2MV^2) and potential energy (PE=MGH) where G is the acceleration due to gravity. Changes in kinetic and potential energies (ΔKE and ΔPE) were then calculated for each time interval throughout the two stride trial either during normal running (control) or slip recovery (perturbation). Change in COM energy (ΔCE) was calculated by summing the ΔKE and ΔPE for each time interval. Total kinetic (∑ΔEk), potential (∑ΔEp), and COM (∑ΔEc) energy were calculated by summing the positive intervals for each over the course of the two strides. Mechanical energy recovery ratio was determined using the equation:

\[
\text{Recovery ratio} = \frac{\left(\sum \Delta E_k\right) + \left(\sum \Delta E_p\right) - \left(\sum \Delta E_c\right)}{\left(\sum \Delta E_k\right) + \left(\sum \Delta E_p\right)}
\]
Mechanical energy recovered (MER) during each trial was determined by multiplying recovery ratio (RR) by the energy used by the COM ($\sum \Delta E_k + \sum \Delta E_p$) to propel the animal down the track and maintain COM height (MER=RR x ($\sum \Delta E_k + \sum \Delta E_p$)). Normalizing MER to weight (MER g$^{-1}$) provided a weightless representation of energy recovered (Blickhan and Full, 1987). The ratio of $\sum \Delta E_k$ to $\sum \Delta E_p$ was analyzed to determine the dominant energy form during normal running and to understand the effect of a perturbation on this relationship.

Results

Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using SAS JMP 10 statistical software (SAS institute Inc.). A two-way nested ANOVA (Species X Trial Type) was performed on normalized $\Delta H$, $\Delta V$ and averaged velocity as well as joint excursion, contact and lift of angle for all 32 walking leg joints and the dactyl segments relationship to the substrate, followed by Tukey-Kramer multiple comparisons post-hoc tests ($\alpha=.05$). Regression analysis was used to compare animal weight to MER and MER g$^{-1}$ for each species during both trial types. An ANCOVA was used to determine the difference in MER and MER g$^{-1}$ weight response for each species across trial type.

Perturbation Recovery

Mechanical energy recovered (MER) displayed distinct responses to weight in the three species. When normalized to weight, MER allowed for the efficiency of energy transfer between forward and vertical movement to be determined across animal sizes. Ghost and halloween crabs altered MER following a perturbation, while fiddler crab’s MER was unaffected by a perturbation. These differences in energy recovery are due to the distinct perturbation response strategies of the three species, either harnessing kinetic energy or altering joint kinematics to regain stability.

Ghost crab

Ghost crabs appeared to use dynamic stability to recover from unexpected perturbations, regaining stability with the momentum from their relatively fast running gaits (Chap. 2).
crabs decrease velocity from 26.5 CW/s to 18.5 CW/s (p=0.003) (Fig. 2A), and thus kinetic energy, in response to a perturbation which suggests a dynamically stable system that bridges periods of static instability with the body’s momentum (Koditschek et al, 2004). This decrease in velocity reduced the ratio of total positive kinetic to potential energy changes from 2.7±1.5 to 0.97±0.5 (∑ΔEk :∑ΔEp) (P=0.02) (Table 3). This reduction in the total kinetic to potential energy ratio is demonstrated by a theoretical scenario of a SLIP model slowing down to half of the original speed but maintaining vertical COM movement (Fig. 2B). This scenario exemplifies how balancing kinetic and potential energy fluctuations can improve transfer between the two energy forms. This optimization of the SLIP model by slowing the COM down increases MER due to a change in attack angle of the virtual leg and center of mass (Fig. 2B). This increase in attack angle reduces leg compression and increases the amount of kinetic energy converted to potential energy due to the pendulum action of the center of mass and virtual leg. Ghost crabs have been shown to increase percent mechanical energy recovery as velocity decreases (Blickhan and Full, 1987). During perturbation recovery, larger crabs increased MER and normalized MER indicating that the larger animals’ energy exchange was increased during the perturbation (p=0.05) (Fig. 1, Table 2). Velocity was the only variable to change during ghost crab perturbation recovery to explain the change in MER and normalized MER, except the increased probability of using the trailing 4th leg during a stride (Fig. 2A) (Table 4).

**Halloween crab**

Halloween crabs decreased mechanical energy recovery in larger animals following a perturbation from 0.08 mJ/g to 0.03 mJ/g (p=0.02) (Fig. 2A, Table 2). Halloween crabs also decreased normalized energy recovery in larger animals following a perturbation from 7E-4 mJ/g^2 to 6E-5 mJ/g^2 (p=0.016) (Fig. 2B, Table 2). This indicates that Halloween crabs are only able to recover a certain amount of energy per unit weight during perturbed running, possibly due to the deteriorated conversion of kinetic to potential energy because of corrective movements.

Three different joint variables changed in Halloween crabs following a perturbation, including the L1 CB joint lift angle, T3 TC joint angular excursions, and T3 PD joint contact angle. The L1 CB joint decreased lift off angle following a perturbation, depressing the leg during stance.
through a greater range of angles (p=0.045) (Fig. 4A). This shows that the Halloween crabs increase the support provided by the L1 leg, and possibly could be altering the forward thrust provided by this CB joint. The individual tracings show that the animal contacted the substrate at a slightly lower L1 CB joint angle following a perturbation but flexed the joint at a greater proportional rate during stance, lifting the leg at a substantially lower L1 CB joint angle (Fig. 4B).

Halloween crab trailing 3rd TC joint excursions increased following a perturbation (Fig. 5A) (p=0.03), displaying that this once minimally active joint in comparison to the other species (Chapter 2) is now active during perturbation response. Individual tracing of the joint’s angular movement displays that following a perturbation, the phase of joint movement changes and excursions increase in both directions along the horizontal plane (Fig. 5B). This change in joint movement appears to be in an attempt to place the leg in the most supportive position, extending and flexing the T3 TC joint to position the leg in rostral and caudal positions compared to normal running. Halloween crabs also increased T3 PD contact angle following a perturbation, indicating that the joint may be reducing the amount of thrust produced during perturbation recovery due to a decrease in joint movement during stance (p=0.023) (Fig. 6A). Individual joint tracings show that the joint may not only reduce thrust following a perturbation, but also could produce breaking force during stance. During perturbation recovery the joint flexes upon contact which would result in breaking force on the trailing side of the animal, which has been documented in individual ghost crabs, although it is not the normal function of these legs (Blickhan and Full, 1987). This decrease in T3 PD usage and increase in L1 CB usage (Fig. 4) may imply that during a perturbation response the animals switch, at least in some leg joints, from thrust production to breaking or vice versa.

These changes in the joint movement of halloween crabs may reduce the amount of energy recovered, both on an entire animal and per gram basis due to the stabilizing effects on the center of mass, reducing the ability to convert kinetic to potential energy and vice versa. Interestingly the movements of the center of mass and average velocity of these animals did not change during perturbation recovery, indicating that other factors may play a role in the
efficiency of the SLIP model including phase relationship and frequency of potential and kinetic energy changes.

*Fiddler crab*

Fiddler crabs maintained total energy recovered and normalized energy recovery across animal weights at control levels following a perturbation (p=0.46 and p=0.85, respectively), indicating that these animals did not change the mechanism for kinetic to potential energy conversion. Each of the matched pair trials maintained very similar MER levels, indicating that the animals’ energy recovery mechanisms were not altered by the perturbation. Normalized MER did not increase with animal weight, although the relationship with weight was significantly altered by the very large normalized MER in the smallest animal. This relationship between normalized MER and animal weight is probably produced by the relatively large fluctuations in forward velocity and COM height (Chapter 2), which would allow for a large amount of energy conversion between kinetic and potential energy. Furthermore, these animals had very low $\sum \Delta E_k : \sum \Delta E_p$ ratio compared to the other animals due to their large potential energy fluctuations (Table 3). Although there is a large amount of energy available for conversion between the two energies, some animals were not able to achieve very high normalized MER. Even with large fluctuations in both forward velocity and vertical COM movement, MER will not occur unless the changes in energy are out of phase with one another. If kinetic and potential energy fluctuations are completely out of phase, it allows the animal maximum opportunity to conserve lost mechanical energy due to deceleration and gravity, respectively. The 'bouncing stop and go' gait of fiddler crabs does not adhere to this pattern of COM energy fluctuations as well as the other two species, with potential and kinetic energy fluctuations often occurring in phase with one another.

The perturbation response in fiddler crabs resulted in the change of three leading joint variables including L1 TC excursions as well as L3 and L4 MC joint contact angle. The animals increased L1 TC joint excursions to widen the range of leg placement in relation to carapace, positioning the leg in supportive positions depending on current carapace position and center of
mass movement (Fig. 8A, Table 1). This movement in a joint that is normally inactive compared to the other species (chapter 2), implies that active control is being used, altering the motor output in this leg to provide stability. Individual joint tracing show regular movement of the joint with each step during control running, but following a perturbation the joint becomes highly variable with no real phase relationship during each step (Fig. 8B). The L3 MC joint decreases contact angle during perturbation recovery (Fig 9A, Table 1). This decrease is produced not by a change in overall joint excursions, but by a slight delay or advance of joint movement in relation to step phase. Individual joint tracings displays the joints range of movement following a perturbation are similar to the control trial; only the timing of joint movement during a step has changed (Fig 9. C). Fiddler crab L4 MC joint contact angle also decreased following a perturbation (p=0.048) (Fig 9B, Table 1), although this MC joint change was due to altered leg position at contact. An individual tracing of the L4 MC joint during control and during an L3 leg slip event shows the leg is used on an ‘as is’ basis, catching the animal as it falls prior to full extension due to the L3 leg’s loss of support. This resulted in a substantial decrease in contact angle during initial perturbation recovery, although the joint regains an approximation of normal movement in the subsequent steps (Fig. 9D).

Discussion

Brief perturbations caused by a slippery surface in running crabs produce stabilizing responses determined by animal size, body structure, and locomotor strategy. The three species of crab recovered from perturbations with distinct stability strategies, implementing dynamic and static stability through feedforward and feedback control mechanisms. These unique ensembles of stability and control strategies resulted in locomotor behaviors that are, despite the similarities in body layout and animal movement (Chap. 2), governed by very different mechanical principles.

Animal running speed determines gait selection (Alexander, 1984), running mechanics and stability (Koditschek et al, 2004). The effect of speed was seen during ghost crab perturbation recovery when dynamic stability predominated, slowing the crabs and thus changing the energetics of the gait. Although dynamic stability appeared to predominate during the ghost crab
perturbation, static stability was evident in subsequent steps by the increased probability of the 4th leg usage. This dynamic and static stability ensemble may allow ghost crabs to respond during unexpected perturbations, utilizing dynamic stability initially until momentum is reduced and static stability can dominate.

This reduction in velocity due to the dynamic stability response increased mechanical energy recovery by improving the mechanism for exchange between kinetic and potential energy (Farley et al, 1993). Ghost crabs move at a running gait during control trials, switching to a walking gait following the perturbation. Ghost crabs are known to recover a greater amount of mechanical energy when using a walking gait instead of a running gait. Larger crabs had a more substantial increase in mechanical energy recovery following a perturbation, possibly due to their heavier bodies or preferred walking speed (Blickhan and Full, 1987).

Halloween and fiddler crabs maintained their relatively slow speed and changed joint kinematics during a perturbation, implying that sensory feedback was altering motor output. This use of active control at relatively slow speeds indicates that halloween and fiddler crabs use static stability to recover from the perturbation (Ting et al 1994). Although static stability appears to dominate in these two species, guinea fowl and humans have been shown to maintain dynamic stability while maintaining body speed during slip perturbations. This is accomplished by keeping the path of the center of mass over the base of support (Clarke and Higham, 2011; You et al, 2001). The changes in these crabs' joint movements may have allowed for dynamic stability to be maintained by positioning them to support the center of mass.

Halloween crab leading 1st leg changed its joint movement so as to provide greater support for the rostral portion of the body mass. This increase in stance angular excursions in a joint depressing the leg toward the substrate would provide lift on the leading side. Similarly, dairy cows alter step kinematics to increase vertical support during walking on low friction surfaces (Phillips and Morris, 2004). The trailing 3rd leg of halloween crabs appear to switch from force producing to absorbing during perturbation recovery. The ability for a joint to act as a motor
and a brake during running has been observed in coach roaches (Ahn and Full, 2001) and turkeys (Gabaldon et al, 2004).

Fiddler crabs altered three leading leg joints during perturbation response, indicating that the leading side limbs are important for stabilizing responses. Pigs differ joint loading in the forelimbs during slippery surface locomotion, possibly because these limbs are the primary weight supporters (Thorup et al, 2008). The leading limbs of ghost crabs have been shown to produce substantial breaking forces during locomotion (Blickhan and Full, 1987) and comparisons of joint kinematics suggest that breaking forces are greater in fiddler crabs (Chapter 2). These forces may make the support phase important when slippery surfaces are encountered by animals with leading limbs supporting substantial vertical and breaking forces.

Fiddler crab maintenance of mechanical energy recovery during perturbation response could be due to their 'bouncing stop and go' gait. The nature of the fiddler crab movement may make the animals less reliant on the pendulum activity and more reliant on spring component for mechanical energy conservation (Cavagna et al, 1977). Fiddler crab reliance on the spring like nature of the limbs could have made changes in the mass's pendulum like movement insignificant. Furthermore, the substantial pitch and role seen in these animals (Chapter 2) could indicate that a model encompassing lateral and rotational movement is also necessary (Full and Koditschek, 1999).

Although each crab species had a unique set of stability mechanisms, an overlying theme did emerge across all species. Animals appeared to use what resources were in excess during the perturbation; activating static joints, altering active joints or harnessing abundant body momentum to return the animal to a stable state. With 32 walking leg joints, each species of crab had distinct ensembles of movement during normal running (Chapter 2). With an excess of force producing and absorbing mechanisms some joints were not normally used, leaving redundancy in the system. The utilization of this redundancy is displayed by the altered joint movements in each of the species, activating normally inactive joints to regain stability. Furthermore, active
joint movement was altered in the fiddler and halloween crabs which implies that the function of a joint can depend on the current stability of an animal.
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## Tables

### Table 1: Joint Kinematics: Perturbation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Leg -- Joint</th>
<th>Measure Angle</th>
<th>F-Ratio</th>
<th>Prob&gt;F</th>
<th>Control Angle ± Error</th>
<th>Perturbation Angle ± Error</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>L1 – CB</td>
<td>Lift</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>61.2 ±15.8</td>
<td>47.2 ±15.1</td>
<td>0.045*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T3 – TC</td>
<td>Excursions</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>0.0317</td>
<td>19.6 ±16.5</td>
<td>30.6 ±16.2</td>
<td>0.033*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T3 – PD</td>
<td>Contact</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>103.7 ±14.1</td>
<td>123.1 ±26.9</td>
<td>0.008*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>L1 – TC</td>
<td>Excursion</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>12.5 ±7.42</td>
<td>19.5 ±15.5</td>
<td>0.056*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L3 – MC</td>
<td>Contact</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>141.2 ±11.3</td>
<td>119.8 ±16.8</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L4 – MC</td>
<td>Contact</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>136.6 ±13.8</td>
<td>119.4 ±18.8</td>
<td>0.004*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Mechanical Energy Recovery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>T-ratio</th>
<th>Prob&gt;T</th>
<th>Control Runs</th>
<th>Weight Response</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>Perturbation Runs</th>
<th>Weight Response</th>
<th>R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fiddler (mJ/g)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norm. Fiddler (mJ/g²)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>7E-3</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>6E-3</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghost (mJ/g)</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>0.02*</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norm. Ghost (mJ/g²)</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>0.056*</td>
<td>9E-5</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2E-3</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halloween (mJ/g)</td>
<td>-2.96</td>
<td>0.02*</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norm. Halloween (mJ/g²)</td>
<td>-3.03</td>
<td>0.016*</td>
<td>7E-4</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>6E-5</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Kinetic: Potential Energy ratio

Table 3- Positive kinematic to potential energy ratio: Comparison of control and perturbation run $\sum \Delta E_k$ and $\sum \Delta E_p$ for each species. Average ratio, standard deviation, z-value and p-value are provided for each species.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Mean KE: PE ratio ± Error</th>
<th>Z-value</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Perturbation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>0.46±0.24</td>
<td>0.49±0.28</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>2.73±1.46</td>
<td>0.97±0.51</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>1.30±1.63</td>
<td>0.41±0.29</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Probability of 4th walking leg step during stride

Table 4- Probability of 4th walking leg during a stride: The probability of using the trailing and leading 4th walking leg during a stride for each species is displayed for both control and perturbation running.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Lead 4th leg Step probability</th>
<th>Trailing 4th leg Step Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Perturbation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiddler</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghost</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halloween</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figures

Figure 1: Ghost crab mechanical energy return

Figure 1- Ghost crab mechanical energy recovered and normalized mechanical energy recovered: Regression analysis of mechanical energy recovered (A) and normalized to weight (B) across weight ranges of animals studied. Y-axis displays energy in mJ and X-axis displays ghost crab weight in grams, $R^2$ values are displayed for each trial type.
Figure 2: Ghost Crab perturbation response: velocity

**Figure 2- Average velocity and theoretical SLIP model:** (A) Average normalized velocity of ghost crab running for control and perturbation running in carapace widths per second. (B) Theoretical spring loaded inverted pendulum model of a animal running at half the speed with the same vertical movement during each stride explaining why energy recovery can increase as velocity decreases.
Figure 3: Halloween mechanical energy recovery

**Figure 3** - Halloween crab mechanical energy recovered and normalized mechanical energy recovered: Regression analysis of mechanical energy recovered (A) and normalized to weight (B) across weight ranges of animals studied. Y-axis displays energy in mJ and X-axis displays halloween crab weight in grams, \( R^2 \) values are displayed for each trial type.
Figure 4: Halloween crab lead 1st CB joint perturbation response

(A) Average lift off and contact angle of the halloween crab L1 CB joint during control and perturbation recovery runs. Large bars indicate the range of angles between contact and liftoff angles and small bars represent standard deviation for each. (B) Individual trial for both control (green) and perturbation recovery (blue). The bars at the bottom display the proportion of the step that was spent in contact with substrate, striped blue bar indicates the step that the slip occurred.
Figure 5: Halloween crab Trailing 3rd TC joint perturbation response

Figure 5- Halloween crab trailing 3rd TC joint excursions: (A) average and standard deviation of the excursions in the T3 TC joint during control and perturbation recovery running. (B) Individual joint tracings of the T3 TC joint following a slip, control (green) and perturbation recovery (blue). The bars at the bottom display the proportion of the step that was spent in contact with substrate, striped blue bar indicates the step that the slip occurred.
Figure 6: Halloween Trailing 3rd PD joint perturbation response

(A) Average lift off and contact angle of the halloween crab T3 PD joint during control and perturbation recovery runs. Large bars indicate the range of angles between contact and liftoff angles, small bars represent standard deviation for each and the star represents a significant difference between the two. (B) Individual trial for both control (green) and perturbation recovery (blue). The bars at the bottom display the proportion of the step that was spent in contact with substrate, striped blue bar indicates the step that the slip occurred.
Figure 7: Fiddler crab mechanical energy recovery

Regression analysis of mechanical energy recovered (A) and normalized to weight (B) across weight ranges of animals studied. Y-axis displays energy in mJ and X-axis displays fiddler crab weight in grams, $R^2$ values are displayed for each trial type.
Figure 8- Fiddler crab Leading 1st TC joint excursions: (A) average and standard deviation of the excursions in the fiddler crab L1 TC joint during control and perturbation recovery running. (B) Individual joint tracings of the L1 TC joint following a slip, control (green) and perturbation recovery (blue). The bars at the bottom display the proportion of the step that was spent in contact with substrate, striped blue bar indicates the step that the slip occurred.
Figure 9: Fiddler crab Leading 3rd and 4th MC Joint Contact

Figure 9-Fiddler crab leading 3rd and 4th MC joint perturbation response- (A) Average lift off and contact angle of the fiddler crab L3 MC joint during control and perturbation recovery runs. (B) Average liftoff and contact angle of the fiddler crab L4 MC joint during control and perturbation recovery runs. Large bars indicate the range of angles between contact and liftoff angles, small bars represent standard deviation for each and the star represents a significant difference between the two trial types. (C) Individual tracing of the L3 MC joint for both control (green) and perturbation recovery (blue). (D) Individual tracing of the L4 MC joint for both control (green) and perturbation recovery (blue). The bars at the bottom display the proportion of the step that was spent in contact with substrate, striped blue bar indicates the step that the slip occurred. The L4 MC joint tracing is of the three steps following a lead 3rd leg slip.
Chapter 4: Conclusion
Conclusion

Movement through natural environments imposes evolutionary pressures that dictate animal design and physiology. These evolutionary pressures develop mechanical, neural and behavior traits that allow for efficient, rapid and adjustable locomotion. These traits produce unique locomotor capabilities that enable animals to survive and reproduce in their respective environments. Comparing how these unique locomotor designs function during normal and perturbed movement can elucidate important factors associated with locomotor capability and stability (Dickinson et al, 2001).

Brachyuran crabs provide an ideal model for determining the structural and behavior subtleties that produce locomotor differences across species. Most locomotor models provide examples of exaggerated capabilities such as running, jumping, endurance or efficiency. Studies of these model organisms focus on one aspect of a species movement that is an exemplar of a single trait produced through evolutionary pressures. Brachyuran crabs provide a group of model organisms that are specialized for reliable locomotion in a variety of environments. This variety of capabilities inlaid onto similar body structures permits the isolation of the structural and behavior variables responsible for differences in body dynamics during locomotion.

Evolutionary specializations enable movement in a variety of environments and provide insight into how evolution shapes the mechanical and behavioral properties of animal design. Determining how specialized design and control features produce movement can reveal concepts that are fundamental to understanding animal locomotion. These concepts can then be anchored in mathematical models to produce a quantitative representation of movement and provide inspiration for material design, robotics and prosthetics (Full and Koditschek, 1999). Although these concepts are inspirational for engineering, they must be fundamental enough to provide the necessary framework for locomotion without considering the entire animal. Manmade designs are currently unable to match the complexities of neural control and musculoskeletal mechanics, necessitating that artificial designs be built to mimic the fundamental movements without considering whole body dynamics (Ritzmann et al, 2004).
Here we showed that body proportions, stepping patterns and joint activity can produce a range of gait dynamics. Ghost, halloween and fiddler crabs' ability show that despite very similar body layouts, slight changes in structure and joint behavior can drastically alter how normal running and perturbation recoveries are performed. These animal designs provide a framework to progress mathematical models and control theories for the study of animal movement and the creation of reliable robotics.

Lessons learned from comparative perturbation studies will be valuable to the future of locomotion research. This methodology places physical and behavioral traits in the context of adaptation and specialization, taking advantage of evolutionary pressures for insight into optimal locomotor strategies. Understanding how evolution shapes locomotor structures and behavior to adapt with the environment will provide a deeper knowledge of how locomotion is controlled across the animal kingdom.
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